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A Warhammer 40,000 novelPride is everything for the dynastic kings of the Necron race, who

have awakened after millennia to see their empires occupied by foul beasts and simple minds.

For the Necron Lord Oltyx, the Ithakas dynasty was his by right, but the machinations of the

court see him stripped of his position and exiled to a forgotten world.READ IT BECAUSESee

the struggles of the Necron court through their own eyes, and discover the lengths one Lord

will go to for the status they desire.THE STORYExiled to the miserable world of Sedh, the

disgraced Necron Lord Oltyx is consumed with bitterness. Once heir to the throne of a dynasty,

he now commands nothing but a dwindling garrison of warriors, in a never-ending struggle

against Ork invaders. Oltyx can think of nothing but the prospect of vengeance against his

betrayers, and the reclamation of his birthright. But the Orks are merely the harbingers of a

truly unstoppable force. Unless Oltyx acts to save his dynasty, revenge will win him only ashes.

And so he must return to the crownworld, and to the heart of the very court which cast him out.

But what awaits there is a horror more profound than any invader, whose roots are tangled with

the dark origins of the Necrons themselves.Written by Nate Crowley

About the AuthorA former international director of Bridges for Peace, a Jerusalem-based

ministry, Wagner travelled extensively to teach and inform people about the Land of Israel.

Having lived in Israel for over 22 years, he understands all spectrums of Israeli society. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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from ‘The Infinite And The Divine’A Black Library PublicationeBook licenseFor more than a

hundred centuries the Emperor has sat immobile on the Golden Throne of Earth. He is the

Master of Mankind. By the might of His inexhaustible armies a million worlds stand against the

dark.Yet, He is a rotting carcass, the Carrion Lord of the Imperium held in life by marvels from

the Dark Age of Technology and the thousand souls sacrificed each day so that His may

continue to burn.To be a man in such times is to be one amongst untold billions. It is to live in

the cruellest and most bloody regime imaginable. It is to suffer an eternity of carnage and

slaughter. It is to have cries of anguish and sorrow drowned by the thirsting laughter of dark

gods.This is a dark and terrible era where you will find little comfort or hope. Forget the power

of technology and science. Forget the promise of progress and advancement. Forget any

notion of common humanity or compassion.There is no peace amongst the stars, for in the

grim darkness of the far future, there is only war.DRAMATIS NECRONAEThe House of

IthakasUnnas, The dynast and king of Ithakas, equivalent in rank to a phaeron.Djoseras,

Kynazh and eldest scion of Ithakas, next in line to the throne.Oltyx, The youngest scion of the

Ithakas Dynasty; once kynazh and second in line to the throne, but now exiled and appointed

as Nomarch of Sedh for the last three centuries.Hemiun, Royal vizier of Ithakas, appointed

despite his lowlyheritage.Zultanekh, Heir to the throne of the Ogdobekh Dynasty, and a

commander of their forces.Oltyx’s subordinate mindsDoctrinal, Derived from Oltyx’s

understanding of Ithakan and necrontyr royal culture.Strategic, Derived from Oltyx’s abilities as

a general and a logician.Combat, Derived from Oltyx’s aggression, martial prowess and close-

combat instinct.Analytical, Derived from Oltyx’s raw capacity for processing and analysing

data.Xenology, Derived from Oltyx’s grudging interest in, and loathing for, alien species.The

Council of SedhMentep, A cryptek from an unknown dynasty, who has come to Sedh to

research the flayer curse. An engrammancer.Xott, A canoptek reanimation construct.Yenekh,

High Admiral of Sedh, known as the Razor for his prowess in Szarekh’s war, and one of the

world’s few remaining nobles of high rank.Neth, Praetor of Sedh, and warden of the garrison,

assigned to the service of the nomarch.Lysikor, A low-ranking noble from elsewhere in Ithakas,

who is technically a nemesor after killing everyone who outranked him before they could

wake.Borakka, The Red Marshal. Formerly a common soldier, now a war machine afflicted with

the Destroyer curse.Brukt, Like Borakka, but significantly less sophisticated.Denet, Sedh’s

Master of Monoliths – a once great general afflicted by severe pattern ataxia.Parreg, Sedh’s

AgoranomosTaikash, Sedh’s PolemarchErraph, Sedh’s DikastWhat is this self inside us, this

silent observer,Severe and speechless critic, who can terrorise usAnd urge us on to futile

activityAnd in the end, judge us still more severelyFor the errors into which his own reproaches

drove us?– Verse attributed to the scribe Eliot of Britania,in the first millennium of the Age of

TerraDo not speak arrogantly, my friend; why give water to a beast at dawn before its

slaughtering in the morning?– Fragment of a text by Imenyâs-son-Imena,of Ancient Gyptus,



predating the Age of TerraExileChapter OnePATHETIC CREATURES‘How has it come to this?’

growled Oltyx to himself, his voice low as the frozen wind, as he noticed the creature bleeding

out on the flagstones. Once, Oltyx had been the brightest scion of an empire that had ruled a

thousand stars. The kynazh, no less: third foremost of the great House of Ithakas, and destined

one day for the dynastic throne. But things had not worked out that way, and he had ended up

here.Sedh: a ball of toxic sleet so enfeebled it no longer spun, but wallowed in place, with one

hemisphere forever turned towards its dying sun. A desolate fringeworld, home only to outcasts

and lunatics, on the very edge of Ithakan space. When Dynast Unnas had robbed Oltyx of his

birthright and cast him from the royal house, he had appointed him as Sedh’s nomarch. Exiled

him, in other words, to an endless twilight spent fending off incursions of vermin from beyond

the border. And now, going by the shivering green lump beginning to stain the snow in the

corner of his vision, it seemed the resources required to do that properly were slipping beyond

his reach.Even a lowly nomarch was above the vile work of clearing up organic waste. But

Oltyx could already feel his doctrinal partition, where the first of his subminds sat, growing

noisy with outrage over the intrusion, and he knew from bitter experience that it would not

cease its hectoring until he dealt with the wounded thing himself.Weary is the head that wears

a crown, he thought blackly, and began descending the broad steps from the tomb’s entryway,

down to where the intruder lay.The Ossuary’s gates were fronted by an austere portico, shaped

from a ledge jutting out from the cliff into which the complex was built. Oltyx had been standing

in its shadows for the last twelve hours, staring gloomily out over the infantry picket. The

intruder, no doubt, had thought him to be just more architecture: a weather-beaten statue of a

skeletal giant, as still and lifeless as the columns beside it. But if it had looked closer through

the gathering snow, it would have seen the faintest smouldering of emerald fire, like dying

coals in the hollows between his iron ribs. Now, as his anger welled up from his deep core-flux,

those coals caught flame, spreading their fury to the discharge nodes arrayed across his

frame, until they glowed bright enough to cast a green halo on the snow where he

passed.Oltyx’s anger never truly receded. It was always there, waiting for a reason to rise. And

now, it had several. He was angry at the legions, who were meant to be an extension of his

own hand, for their failure in holding the line. He was angry at those who had cast him out and

reduced him to this. But most of all, he was angry at the creature.Sedh might have been an

inconsequential holding, and his posting there a calculated insult from Unnas. But frigid, poison-

throttled backwater though it was, it was still a world of Ithakas, and of the necrontyr. Their

claim, staked an eternity ago, could never be conceded. Every inch of land within those ancient

bounds, even a rock so meagre as Sedh, was kemmeht: ground fit only for gods and their

servants, sacred beyond the comprehension of flesh. No place for the living.This tomb was a

place more sacred than most. The Grand Ossuary, while nothing compared with the tombs of

the crownworld Antikef, was the greatest of Sedh’s sepulchral complexes. It was the bastion

and resting place of this outpost’s lords, and those who had risen maintained their quarters

here still, while its galleries were home to those still trapped in the long sleep. And in its

deepest catacombs, of course, lurked the grim, ever-swelling crowd of those who had woken,

only to slip into the second death of the curse.Ithakas had woken far earlier than its

neighbouring dynasties, and the Ossuary had stood as a frontier bastion during those fierce,

proud years of reclamation. It had remained unbreached through the long centuries that

followed, despite endless incursions from the land-hungry upstart species of the Unclean. Even

as the dynasty had begun to slip into decline, its sanctity had been preserved, thanks to the

tireless vigil of Sedh’s dwindling garrison. But now, on Oltyx’s watch, its stones had been

befouled.The interloper had only made it as far as the Temenos, the sacred precinct bordering



the tomb’s entrance. But as the pious whisper from his doctrinal partition was already

reminding him, that was a severe enough transgression.The scar conferred on my master’s

honour, it sneered, dripping with patrician disdain, will be indelible.Oltyx examined the intruder,

and agreed. The defilement had been achieved at the hand of perhaps the most pathetic of all

the Unclean creatures encountered by Oltyx in his long existence. Glowering at the thing, he

cued his xenology partition for a designation.Grohtt, his fifth submind told him after a moment,

is this thing’s name in the tongue of the orks.‘Grohtt,’ murmured Oltyx out loud, after turning the

word over in his vocal buffer like a wad of something foul. If nothing else, the enemy had a

talent for onomatopoeia. The beast looked exactly as revolting as its name sounded. Snivelling,

and wheezing through a punctured chest, the runtish green thing was the embodiment of

furtive, animal cowardice. It was durable, though. The slave-beast had hauled itself two khet

from where it had fallen at the infantry line, and had leaked a long smudge in the ash-grey

snow, which repulsed Oltyx most of all.‘Why can it not just die,’ he wondered aloud, to nobody

but himself, ‘without wiping itself everywhere?’Now, to his acute disgust, it had hooked a single,

filthy talon over the bottom stair, and had begun pulling itself up. Oltyx swept down the last few

steps to intercept it, swift and silent as a swooping raptor. He was, by now, extremely

annoyed.There had been eight waves of the grohtts so far, driven from the ork line to rush

across the snow-sludge plain at the Ossuary. Whether the orks were fool enough to hope to

exhaust the defenders’ ammunition, or just found it entertaining to send their thralls to their

deaths, Oltyx had no idea. They were as stupid as they were cruel, after all. Either way, wave

after wave had been cut down like reeds at the necron line, extinguished with archaic efficacy,

despite the garrison’s woeful state of disrepair. Or at least, Oltyx had thought that had been the

case. This survivor, apparently, had found the limit of his garrison’s capabilities. It probably

thought it was lucky. But Oltyx would show it the opposite was true.He towered over it,

motionless as the gateway columns once more, as he waited for it to look up. When his title

had been taken from him, he had undergone a rite of excoriation, which had burned the

shining silver finish of Ithakas from his carapace. Left behind was the raw sublayer of his

necrodermis, rough as lava rock and dark as night, with the pinpricks of his discharge nodes

spread across it like constellations of green embers. They would be invisible to the grohtt’s

vantage, however, drowned out by the blazing of the glyphic cartouche on his thorax – the

dynastic sigil, lit directly by his core-fire. And above that, the baleful glow of his oculars, as he

stared down at the alien in contempt.Oltyx coaxed the tame, compact star of his core into a

higher burn-plateau, radiating even more energy through his flux, so his lights would begin to

edge from green into searing white. As the reactor rumbled, the dirty snow began to hiss into

steam where its flurries brushed his carapace, making his ire into something tangible. Though

it was scant remedy for the defilement, he could at least ensure the wretch spent its last

moments overcome with awe and dread.The grohtt peered up at him, red eyes squinting down

the length of its hideous proboscis, and bared the jagged yellow nubs of its teeth. It regarded

him for a long time, quaking with cold as it died, but it didn’t look particularly awed. If anything,

it looked confused. Eventually, with a cackle that became a wet, wracking cough, it spat a great

glob of black mucus onto his footplate.That was enough, at last, to transmute his anger into

fury. It began as something cognitive – a matter of rapid-collapse logic states, refrenations and

cascading induction failures. But his mind and body were no longer truly separate, and soon

the discord surged through him with the roiling currents of his core-flux. Along with it rode the

phantom sensation of having once had blood, and the unexpected revulsion tore away the last

of Oltyx’s self-control. His heel flattened the creature’s skull, the grohtt sullying him further with

a spray of cranial fluid, and fury-patterns wracked his discharge nodes through the steam that



wreathed them.When it became aware of the gore-clots fanned across his leg plating, his

doctrinal submind was scandalised.Fl*sh! it wailed, before falling into a horrified susurration of

Taboo, Taboo, Taboo, as it queued a needless quantity of cleaner scarab summons to his

interstitial node. But Oltyx swiped the whole stack away. After the submind had spent so long

needling him over lost honour, he would gladly endure the mess, if only to make the pompous

little ghost suffer. However, there were other consequences due, and so he muted its

shrieks.‘Praetor Neth!’ he boomed over the howling wind, the rough iron of his voice echoing

down the snow-crusted friezes of the Ossuary wall. ‘Come, warden, and account for

yourself.’To a mortal, the praetor would have been a sight to inspire terror. Almost as tall as

Oltyx himself, and broader across his armoured shoulders, Neth had been a commoner in life,

but had served faithfully and arduously enough to earn an eternity of conscious service as the

warden of Sedh’s garrison. He suspected the praetor thought of himself as a vargard of sorts to

the nomarchial throne – but if so, he was mistaken. Oltyx’s rank might have been lowered to

this posting, but his standards remained those of a kynazh; the likes of Neth would only ever be

fit to direct the mindless ranks of the peasantry on his behalf. And here, the orders provided

could not have been more simple: Neth had been given fifteen of the garrison’s most intact

legions of warriors, and told to hold the line at the Temenos’ edge.But Neth was a fool, with a

mind full of holes. Degraded by the pattern ataxia that beset so many, he had been in a poor

state even back when Oltyx had inherited him with the garrison, and he had only grown worse

with time. All too often now, he could barely hold a sentence together, let alone a line of battle.

And like the countless others in his condition or worse, he could never be repaired.Neth knew

it, too. Oltyx could see his shame in the way his head hung as he walked through the falling

snow. The praetor was… cringing, his discharge nodes rippling with shame-patterns that only

served to stoke the violence thrumming in Oltyx’s core. Even the grohtt had faced him with

more courage, thought the nomarch, as Neth knelt before him with a grinding of time-worn

joints.‘A th-thousand apologies, my lord,’ croaked the praetor, actuators stuttering and

distorting around the words. ‘Th… they… are many, however, and the ph-phalanxes are spread

too th… thin along the line. We–’‘You were required to make do with what was provided you,

praetor,’ said Oltyx in a stentorian rumble, underscored by the sizzle of snowflakes on his

glaive, as an exhumation protocol brought it to hand from the dimensional appendix that

served as its sheath. ‘My word was clear – nothing was to pass the line. Repeat the rest of my

command, praetor.’‘My nomarch, I… beg you…’‘Repeat my command!’ spat Oltyx, vocal

actuators fuzzing from the force of his anger, as he sent Neth sprawling with a blow from the

glaive’s butt. The praetor did not say a word as he clattered down three more steps, just rose

stiffly into a kneeling position once more. His slowness was agonising to watch, but this was no

time to let pity take root.‘These s-s-sacred stones are not to be defiled,’ recited the praetor

hopelessly, ‘until you, yourself, ha-v-v-v-ve fallen in their defence.’‘And yet, the stones are

defiled,’ reasoned Oltyx, with a gesture at the carcass. ‘Insufficient.’ He let the silence stretch,

and when he spoke again, he let the vibration of his actuators take on the softness of deep

foreboding. ‘All is not lost, however. It would seem there is a contingency yet open to you,

praetor, allowing you to honour the spirit of my command. In retrospect, at least.’It took Neth a

moment to follow his lord’s meaning, but he got there.‘So be it,’ said the praetor, voice like a

whisper of tomb dust as he bowed his weathered faceplate in supplication. ‘I will g-gladly-y pay

that price, for honour.’Slowly, grimly, and watched by nobody, since the empty-minded ranks of

the warriors only stared off into the clouds on the horizon, Oltyx raised his weapon. Satisfied at

last, at least in comparison with its usual state, Doctrinal stacked commendation-glyphs in the

corner of his vision.My master acts in the manner of a true ruler, the submind told him. It was



patronising and stuffy in its delivery. But it was correct. There was a reason it was ranked first

among his partitioned selves, after all. These terrible moments of hardness, where propriety

overcame all sentiment, were the moments where he knew he was still a leader: that he could

still be great, despite the shame inflicted on him by Unnas.Neth’s oculars flickered for a

moment, and a faint shiver across Oltyx’s interstitial node told him the praetor had shut down

his recall protocol. When he was cut down, his patterns would not be translated back to the

Ossuary’s heart for reconstruction. The immortal warrior was readying himself for death. To his

horror, Oltyx found his anger stalling in the face of the praetor’s humility. Neth had done his

best. With the warriors of the garrison growing dimmer and slower with every year that passed,

was it any wonder his troops had not achieved perfection? And yet here he was anyway, willing

to die as penance for falling short.Oltyx arrested the thoughts before they could grow into

compassion. Compassion, he knew, was weakness speaking. He could not make excuses on

behalf of his lessers. Though he might no longer be kynazh, he was still royal. His orders were

not requests, but statements of fact. If the universe did not conform to their truth, it was his

subjects’ duty to remake it until it did. To fail in that service was to call him a liar – or worse, to

deny his heka; the presidence of his will over reality. Neither could be permitted.Oltyx swung

the glaive.But before the blade could connect, a light seared through his optic buffer,

accompanied by the sensation that his limbs were being torn from his control. His arms

spasmed, and the strike went wide of the praetor’s neck.No. The voice came from his strategic

partition, and it was almost indistinguishable from the voice of his own thoughts – after all, that

was very nearly what it was. The strategic submind was the second of his set of five, and just

like the first in the doctrinal partition and the fifth in xenology, it was a shackled, partial

duplicate of his own consciousness.We must not, it stated.That was unusual, thought Oltyx, too

shocked to be affronted as he connected the facts. Had Strategic just caused that spasm? It

was impossible, by design, for his subservient mirror-selves to intercede in his actuator

functions – or for that matter any of the vital systems reserved for his access alone.At least, it

should have been impossible. He would have to speak to Mentep, the engrammancer who had

forged the subminds in the first place, about that. When he returned, that was. True to the

nature of his caste, Sedh’s resident cryptek moved around local space like a piece on a board

that only he could understand, and had vanished some days ago, on unspecified business. For

the time being, Oltyx supposed he should let Strategic explain itself before he did anything

drastic to it – it was possibly the copy of himself he despised least, after all.Please do explain,

Oltyx thought acidly to the second submind, as he quietly queued encryption-rewrites for every

kinetic actuator in his body.You asked yourself, master, why the orks sent their slaves to die on

our line, reported Strategic, in its usual clipped tones. Now you know. They hoped to sow

disorder. The orks are cruel, but not stupid. They know our pride – what division it might cause

if something so lowly as a…Grohtt, sneered the xenology submind, unable to resist flashing a

disgust-glyph, for its fascination for the Unclean was matched only by its hatred of them.…was

to breach our line. Now this has happened. For the price of a slave, they will have killed a

general.Neth is no longer fit for duty, submind. You know this.Perhaps – but who better will

replace him?Grim realisation settled over Oltyx then, like the poison snow on his rapidly

cooling carapace, as he realised the strategic mind was right. He was so used to despising

Neth, he tended to forget the praetor was still the most capable asset in his direct command.

Certainly, Oltyx had access to a whole community of exiles, deviants and vagabonds on this

sorry frontier fringeworld, and many of those lords had thousands of troops at their command.

But they were not his. Since his royalty had been cut away with his silver, and he held only the

post of nomarch, Sedh’s nobles were allies to be reasoned with, rather than subjects to be



ordered.Under the rigid hierarchy of the dynasty, then, his only assets were the three

tessarions of the garrison, comprising thirty-five decurions spread between them. Fifty

thousand soldiers, in theory, along with supporting detachments of canoptek constructs and

war engines. In practice, though, nearly a quarter of the garrison had been lost to the curse,

and barely a third of the remainder – perhaps fifteen thousand warriors – still functioned with

any real efficiency. The garrison’s command network was in a sorrier state still, and the various

subsidiary commanders were so degraded they made Neth seem as cunning as Orikan

himself by comparison: almost all had either slipped downwards into the bafflement of

engrammatic degeneration, or sideways into the madness of the curse.A failure though he was,

therefore, Neth was still too precious to waste – even if protocol demanded his deletion. Oltyx

had known this on a rational level, but he had not seen the truth through his anger, which

looked exactly like righteousness when it grew dense enough. This was why he had

commissioned Mentep to augment his mind, he supposed. Even if he had preferred it when his

subminds had not taken such a… direct involvement in his decision-making, they saw truths

sometimes, which he could not. While leadership meant putting propriety over sentiment, in

Oltyx’s opinion at least, genius lay in knowing when to put reason over propriety.Djoseras, the

elder kynazh of his house – and so heir to Dynast Unnas – would have been appalled. But

Djoseras had always been appalled when it came to Oltyx. While the younger of the pair

believed in pragmatism, the elder believed in propriety over everything. It was the reason they

had fallen into the feud that had eventually led to Oltyx’s exile by Unnas, and the reason

Djoseras had stood by and let him be banished, despite the injustice of the sentence. Oltyx

reminded himself that he owed the fastidious prig nothing, least of all his consideration. Exile

had, at least, put his decisions back into his own hands, away from the elder scion’s constant

criticism.He would spare Neth. But he stayed silent and mind-blank as he lowered his glaive,

unwilling to let Strategic have the satisfaction of knowing it had been right.I am glad you

listened to my suggestion, master, said the submind anyway, appending a glyph of faint

amusement to the statement, as it had seen right through him. Now look to the horizon – see

why I offered it. After that it withdrew to its partition and Oltyx, fuming with its insubordination,

locked the metaphorical door behind it, putting it under a seal of silence until he felt otherwise.

The damned thing would have to ask permission before it spoke to him again.Neth, meanwhile,

was still waiting patiently for death. And if the warden was confused by Oltyx’s apparent mercy,

he wasn’t daring to show it. No matter; the fool could keep waiting. Whatever the feelings of his

strategic partition, there was no way Oltyx was letting the praetor escape all consequences.

Bristling with fresh irritation, he tasked his third submind – Combat, which paced its partition

like a beast, snarling rather than speaking – with working out how grievously he could batter

Neth and still leave him repairable. Combat set about the task with relish.Then he sent for the

cleaning scarabs at last, as the grohtt’s phlegmy neural tissue was beginning to freeze onto his

leg, and it repulsed him to his core. Finally, and with petty satisfaction at leaving it until last, he

followed Strategic’s suggestion and looked to the horizon.Ah, thought Oltyx then, as he quietly

rescinded the order he had given to the combat partition. Apparently, he would need Neth fit to

fight somewhat sooner than expected. The orks, at last, were on the move.Chapter TwoTHE

GOOD OLD DAYSSo many were the orks, and such was their enthusiasm for the use of

internal combustion engines, that the start of the attack was more like weather than anything

else.Over the last few days, a leaden mire of snow cloud and smog had been pooling above

their position, swollen by the belching of crude machines as the invasion force had marshalled.

Now that the horde was on the move, however, with every engine cranked to full throttle, the

thunderhead could take no more. The storm was breaking. Pillars of lightning joined land and



sky, sending a hollow boom across the plain, and a savage wind picked up. Then, with the

slowness of a distant colossus unfolding its limbs, the mass of cloud bulged outward and

unfurled. As if dragged by the tethers of a thousand exhaust plumes, the tempest began to

advance.It billowed and undulated as it came, erupting in convection blisters that took great

bites from the landscape. It boiled over the low hills until they were hidden entirely, and as its

wings spread across the plain, it swallowed the sun as well. The necron lines were cast into

deep gloom, lit only by the glow of their core discharge and their gauss rifles. And then, as the

wind whipped round to drive hail against them, it brought the sound of the horde with it. A

subsonic drone, like the roaring of an idiot god, deep enough that mortal senses might have

taken it for an earthquake.Even the most stalwart living soldiers, having been thrown into

darkness like this, and drowned in the war cries of the foe, would have been deeply unsettled.

But none of the warriors so much as cast a worried glance at its neighbour. They just stared

forward, less stoic than simply absent, and waited for the killing to begin.They would not have

to wait long. Already, the ork armada of light vehicles was pulling ahead of the main force,

teasing rows of ugly streamers from the smoke-mass like the claws of a beast being

unsheathed. It would not take them long to arrive, and after that, the torrent would only grow

thicker. Oltyx would need to consider the order of defence. Still, he probably ought to attend to

Neth first, as the hopeless warden was still on his knees in front of him, waiting to die.‘Praetor

Neth,’ he said gravely, even as his combat submind protested his lenience with a series of gruff

internal barks, ‘you have been fortunate. The enemy comes, and they bring with them the

possibility of your redemption. Serve me well in the fray to come, in victory or in expiration, and

I may curtail the purview of my retrospection regarding prior failures.’Oltyx let his glaive phase

back to its storage-place, and produced the swelling pulse of white noise that passed for a

sigh. Neth looked more despondent than ever, betraying the sad truth: the praetor simply

couldn’t understand complex language any more, and still thought he was going to die.‘I’m not

going to kill you,’ clarified Oltyx, with measured slowness, ‘but I expect better from you in this

next fight.’ Neth’s oculars glowed now, as he finally understood he had been given a second

chance. ‘Rise now,’ Oltyx concluded, ‘and earn this… improbable clemency. This good luck.’He

turned away from Neth, ascending the stairs to the gateway ledge, which would serve as his

vantage point for the fight to come. But he could tell the praetor was stunned from the clicking

and buzzing of his vocal actuators as his small mind wrestled with the news.‘Your generosity

bl… blazes like a nova, lord kynazh,’ Neth exulted. Glancing back, Oltyx saw he had prostrated

himself in the snow, right in the stain left by the dead grohtt, and it sent a prickle of irritation

across his discharge nodes. The idea of turning around and kicking the warden down the stairs

again rose rapidly through his memetic buffer.Apart from anything else, he had just ordered the

fool to rise. But it was the praetor’s use of the stripped title, kynazh, that really irked him.

Not the sycophancy of it: the worship of one’s inferiors was second only to the acquisition of a

good tomb when it came to status, after all. No, it was the sheer superfluousness of it; the use

of his old title only made Oltyx more aware of how far he had fallen. Neth spoke to him like the

lord he should have been.Still, a lord he was, of a sort, and he had an army to command. And

so, as the praetor rose, Oltyx continued upward to the portico platform, where he turned to

address his legions. He flooded the components of his vocal suite with core-flux, extended his

arm in a prelude to rhetoric, and made ready to impress upon Neth and the troops the

importance of holding the line at all costs.Of course, the warriors would obey anyway: they

would know all they needed from the preset command-macros he was sending simultaneously

via interstitial carrier wave. But it was important to talk. He’d known peers who’d abandoned the

habit for lack of necessity, and the silent centuries had driven them mad, making them



prisoners to their own introspection. Besides, putting his plans into words helped Oltyx add

nuance to them.Sometimes, it even led him to reconsider them entirely. And as it happened,

this was one of those times. He only realised now, as he prepared to assert its importance

aloud, that a full-scale defensive battle in front of the Ossuary might not be a good idea at all.

The concept of the defence was stalled in his memetic buffer, assailed with query-glyphs, and

just could not grow large enough for his words to marshal behind it.He could feel Doctrinal

throwing itself against the virtual walls of its partition in outrage at his hesitation.Doubt? Doubt?

it ranted, as soon as he would let it speak. How can my master doubt the need to defend the

sacred sanctums? Was the presence of the Unclean in the Temenos not enough disgrace for

my master?Oltyx silenced the first submind again, locking it under the seal for twenty minutes,

as it was irritating him. But to be fair to the thing, even in its bluster, it had a point. Instinctively,

an all-out field battle was the only honourable – the only proper – response to the enemy’s

advance on the tomb. But as he had so recently been reminded, propriety did not always have

to govern the actions of an exile.‘My l-lord?’ probed Neth, climbing shakily to stand beside him,

as Oltyx remained frozen in mid-gesture. No doubt he was balancing his fear of provoking his

master again with his fear that blame would fall on him, should the orks arrive before the orders

of battle did. In a tragically unsubtle attempt at drawing Oltyx’s attention to his plight, the

praetor actually nodded towards the approaching smoke cloud.‘The enemy force is… p-

pathetic, is it not?’ he remarked, in what he probably thought was the way commanders

bantered to pass the time.‘Yes, Neth,’ Oltyx stated in the flattest of tones, disagreeing entirely.

The approaching tidal wave of rust and promethium was the largest horde, from the largest

overall incursion, that Oltyx had seen in the three centuries since he had arrived on Sedh. In

terms of scale at least, it was not pathetic at all.And it would certainly not be the largest they

would face, either. Each day, new ork landers were belly-flopping onto the tundra to disgorge

fresh brutes, and long-range void scries showed an astonishing number of ships on the way.

One of the orks’ great migrations, it seemed, had blundered into the edge of Ithakan space.

And so long as Unnas refused to reinforce him, it would eventually spell the end for Sedh.But

not today. In the coming battle at least, and probably the next dozen, victory was not in doubt.

The horde was big, yes, but once you had seen one continent-crushing ork rampage, you had

seen them all. Positioned as he was above the Ossuary’s formidable translation relays, he

could have additional legions and support weapons phased in from half the planet away with a

snap of his fingers. Doom Scythe air strikes were already inbound, and his strategic submind

had painted glimmering auspices over his vision, all along the Ossuary’s battlements, where

artillery pieces could become real with the smallest twitch of his heka.He would not have to dig

too deep into the reserves, either, to match an attack even of this size. While Sedh’s garrison

had doubtless seen better millennia, it was still part of the most efficient war machine the

galaxy had ever known. Faced with orks, even the most decrepit warriors would reap vast

tallies of lives before they fell.Before they fell.‘And there it is,’ pronounced Oltyx at last,

prompting a baffled look from Neth. ‘Attrition, praetor. That’s the problem.’‘Of course, my lord,’

Neth agreed, although he clearly did not understand at all, and flashed another furtive glance

at the looming horde. Oltyx knew well enough how quickly the orks were advancing, but he

would not be rushed. Until the first axe struck the line, there was still time to think.Yes: attrition

was the thing. Just as he could not afford to lose even an asset so underwhelming as Neth, so

was he unwilling to waste the most dilapidated of his warriors, if he could help it. There would

always be new orks – they were fecundity itself, multiplying like bacteria in a mire. But his

troops were irreplaceable. Their necrodermis could repair itself quickly enough to mitigate all

but the heaviest incoming fire, and they could even endure total destruction, so long as their



patterns made it to a tomb’s reconstruction vault. But they couldn’t keep coming back

forever.Even the most precisely engineered system, left to run for sixty million years, tended to

struggle under the accrued weight of tiny errors. Especially in the crumbling realm of Ithakas,

damaged as it was by early waking, and blighted more than any surviving dynasty by the

scourge of the curse, the ancient systems were collapsing under the weight of their own

complexity. The protocols of translation, reconstruction, scrying and all the rest had grown

more erratic, less dependable, with every passing century.In the fight to come, he might expect–

Between nought point eight and two point eight per cent, I fathom, interrupted a voice from his

analytical partition, with the submind’s customary cheer, depending on the enemy’s

deployment of exotic weaponry.I beg your pardon? thought Oltyx, baffled as ever by the fourth

submind’s habit of starting conversations at their midway point. Perhaps because of its

astonishing processing capacity, Analytical was… socially unusual, with the demeanour not of

a detached mastermind, as one might expect, but a simple-hearted labourer who had once

learned a few tricks from a streetside mathemancer.Translation recall failure rates, milord, it

clarified sunnily. You know – for the warriors. Then it offered to list more statistics, and Oltyx

declined. This particular iteration of himself was never much concerned for the implications of

things; it just loved the numbers, and would hold forth on them for hours if he let it.Oltyx did not

love the numbers. They meant that for every hundred warriors destroyed, anywhere up to three

would never return, their patterns uncaptured by the reconstruction vaults. And that didn’t count

those that would suffer permanent physical or mental impairment due to faulty reassembly.

Given the number of orks on the way, and the likely duration and intensity of the fight, the

percentages would stack up to carve a significant slice from the garrison. It was

unacceptable – especially given the number of similar fights they would have to endure from

further waves of orks.But if that was unacceptable, the prospect of abandoning the Ossuary to

the Unclean was unthinkable. There had to be a third way. A pragmatic route out of this

dilemma, that balanced both honour and prudence; both propriety and reason.If there was

such a route, Oltyx needed to find it quickly. The storm heralding the orks filled the sky now,

like a vertiginous, stone-grey slab about to topple onto their lines. Deep inside it, the clouds

pulsed with flashes of sickly red light – not ordinary lightning now, but something dirtier and

more obscure, that crackled strangely through the heavy metal vapours lacing Sedh’s

atmosphere. Oltyx didn’t need his advanced perception suite to know what the strange

discharges meant: the orks were charging exotic weapons, somewhere in there. Weapons

drawing on the energies of the warp, that bizarre unreality which, alone among all the

phenomena of the universe, had forever evaded the grasp of necrontyr learning. It was an

unwelcome development.Oh yes, agreed Analytical with a pair of satisfaction-glyphs, pleased

at the elimination of an unknown variable. That looks severe, milord. Two point eight per cent

recall failure it is, then… maybe more.Primitive though they were, the orks could still be

surprising. And while their tricks still had no chance of averting their defeat at the Ossuary, they

were nonetheless making Oltyx’s projected victory look more and more costly. If he could not

come up with any alternative to an open fight, he would at least have to be ready for one. To

get him out of the way as much as anything else, Oltyx tasked Neth with translating the

required reserves into the positions identified by his strategic partition, and exhuming the

Ossuary’s defence pylons from the dimensional appendices they were concealed in. With

palpable relief, the praetor lurched hastily away to make himself feel useful.The very fastest of

the orks’ light vehicles were halfway across the snowfield. Once they arrived, there would be no

pause in the fight. Oltyx looked out at the hundreds of warriors staring dumbly into the

onrushing wall of violence, at Neth’s stiff gait as he hurried around, and he hissed a string of



oaths. Old ones take him, but he was lonely. Other than the subminds, which were not so much

company as tools, he had nobody to chew over the problem with.There would have been

Mentep, but he was gone, off on his inscrutable quest for knowledge. And then there was High

Admiral Yenekh, of course. Or at least, there had been. Over the centuries stuck on Sedh, his

fellow exile had become the nearest thing he had to an equal, and even a friend. They had sat

over war plans many times, arguing amiably over formations and protocol, and had practised

arms together in the ancient style. But Yenekh had become a problem. A shroud had fallen

over the admiral in recent years, and he had become more and more reclusive – taking off on

extended ‘hunting trips’ at first, despite the ruin of Sedh’s biosphere, then retreating almost

entirely to the bridge of his flagship, the Akrops. Aside from him and Mentep, the rest of Sedh’s

conscious inhabitants had either gone totally mad, or were so repulsive he preferred his own

company. He was out of options.Well, nearly out of options. There was someone he could go to

for advice. The tactician, in fact, who had taught Oltyx the whole business of war. If anyone

could conceive of an alternative to both the insanity of a line battle, and the shame of

abandoning the Ossuary, it would be him. There were only two problems. The first was that this

tactician was Djoseras. But even the shame of seeking wisdom from the agent of his

humiliation was palatable if it offered a route out of this dilemma. The second, larger problem

was getting to him.The trip would involve unlocking the most powerful and the most rarely used

of all the assemblies Mentep had built in his mind. Unlike the partitions of the subminds, it had

no physical structure, but persisted as an artefact of information, bound to all of him. The

evocatory medium, as the cryptek called it, was a gateway of sorts – a conduit to those

deepest parts of his mind, forever unlit by conscious thought. It was silent and unknowable, and

could not be controlled directly: Oltyx would make requests of the medium, and it would

provide answers of its own choosing. They came in the form of reveries – visions

indistinguishable from reality, because they were entirely real.In the earliest days of the

necrontyr, the crypteks of the homeworld had established a universal truth: that to observe

something was to change it. For all the precision with which necron engrams could record the

evidence of the senses, their long-term accuracy was still hostage to bias. Each recollection of

a memory would varnish it with the stain of thought, leaving behind tiny embellishments. Over

centuries of repeated access, even these thinnest of coats would stack up, until what remained

was a distorted palimpsest – the memory of a memory. And through cruel logic, those

engrams which mattered most were the quickest to mutate.But the medium avoided this – as

Mentep had explained it – by delving into memory not through the meddling of consciousness,

but from somewhere else. And more than simply replaying old events, it treated engrammatic

data as hekatic inscriptions. Words of power, from which reality itself could be conjured,

showing him the truth of the past. It could even take him back to the time of flesh, working from

engrammatic transcriptions of his mortal memories to produce visions of impossible fidelity.

The truths the medium revealed could be painful, but it always, somehow, showed him what he

needed to see.It was an extraordinary power. But like any such thing, it exacted an

extraordinary price. A price which, over the years, Oltyx had become more and more reluctant

to pay. Still, with the chaotic outlines of the ork vanguard beginning to coalesce from the smog

on the plain, it was seeming more and more acceptable. And so, suppressing pride and fear in

equal measure, Oltyx petitioned the medium for the insight of wise, noble, hateful Djoseras.

The medium accepted, and as the grey snow flurried past in the face of the gathering dark,

Oltyx felt a deeper shadow yawn open beneath him. With only the tiniest sense of relief, he let

himself fall.It was a lifetime ago. It was an eternity ago. And yet Oltyx is here, and it is now, and

all the ages hence are just a vivid nightmare which may not transpire at all.He is still growing,



rising into that brief apex of strength allotted to the necrontyr as youths, and fittingly, the sun is

rising. From his chamber high in the dynast’s ziggurat on Antikef, Oltyx can see over the whole

of the capital as light climbs the eastern sky, and it is the most beautiful thing he will ever

see.The city is laid out in concentric bands, as decreed by Ithakka the Founder, with the royal

ziggurat at its heart. A ring of ascetic parkland surrounds the palace in a moat of silence, and

at its shore, the tombs of his ancestors stand shoulder to shoulder, like stone sentinels around

the throne. They are vast constructions, and are the first to be touched by the sun after the

spire of the palace itself.One by one, the high summits where his ancestors moulder are lit up

like memories, and for a moment, Oltyx feels profoundly connected with those who have gone

before. Though he is separated from his forebears by death, the sun has allowed them brief

communion – in the silence of the dawn they are islands together, high above a shadowed

world.It cannot last; the light flows down the terraced flanks of the tomb ring, pooling in the

sterile gardens of the royal precinct on one side, and spreading into the city on the other. Soon,

the whole citadel of the necropolis is aglow, from the tombs of the mid-ranking nobles, down to

the near-blank mounds of the Symorrians at its edge. Sunlight begins to creep up the inside of

the citadel wall, and eventually spills over the top, flooding over the indistinct expanse of the

commoners’ belt, until finally it touches the outer wall. The day has begun.Oltyx knows already

that today will be hot, as it is early in the dry season, and there is no wind. Indeed, although

dawn is not long past, the tiles are already warm under his bare feet as he dresses himself. He

is flesh and blood! Well, yes. But he has always been – why should this suddenly exhilarate

him? Usually, Oltyx resents the burden of physicality as much as any necrontyr, so it is an odd

thought.He is only just recovered, in fact, from a sickness of the blood that left him unable to

stand for months. His broad body has shrunk to little more than sticks and linen, and Djoseras,

his elder in the house, has been taunting him for it. Now that he is back on his feet, his senior

says, it is high time for Oltyx to begin his education in the arts of war, and so he has been

instructed to rise far too early. Still, at least he has seen the sun rise.Oltyx has been hoping his

education might begin with war games in the library, using the dynast’s exquisite stone boards.

Unnas, who loves games, has always said he will teach his younger heir to play one day. But

when Djoseras arrives he scoffs at the idea, saying that merely imagining war will not build his

strength. It is high time, he says, that Oltyx used his legs again, as well as his head. He will not

even let him take his walking stick. And it is a long journey without it: as the sun climbs, his

elder leads him not just out of the royal ziggurat, but all the way through the necropolis gate,

and into the vast, raucous slums where the common people live.Oltyx has only ever seen the

commoners’ belt from above, as he had that morning. From his chamber it is a great blurred

sprawl, spread out from the necropolis like blood from a puncture wound. It is pleasing enough,

he supposes, when he happens to regard it. But from the ground it is a drab, messy place.

Everything is a shade of brown, and the narrow streets are crowded. The smell of the place is

hard to parse. After a life spent among the spotless halls and bath-chambers of the necropolis,

in fact, the stench is almost too large to be registered at all.In contrast to the soaring tombs

and monuments of the necropolis citadel, the buildings here seem barely able to lift

themselves above the dirt. And despite being at the heart of a civilisation which knows how to

stop the heart of a star, or siphon away a planet’s iron core without touching its surface, they

are still built from mud bricks.‘What is the point of permanence,’ Djoseras says, when Oltyx

asks why, ‘for people about whom there is nothing worth remembering?’After a walk of many

dozen khet, which feels like it will never end, they reach one of the drill-yards at the belt’s edge,

where the infantry are being trained for the grinding war against the Ogdobekh Dynasty, those

blackguards who seek to force the yoke of the Triarch’s back upon Ithakas. This yard trains the



best of their warriors, and the kynazh asks Oltyx to choose the legion whose banner pleases

him most. He picks one at random, as he has never had an eye for art. They call for iced wine,

and settle down to watch the cohorts spar.As the staves of the soldiers clash, they find

themselves choosing favourites, and arguing over the prowess of their new champions. The jug

is drained, and another after that, and soon the arguments become raucous bets. They roar

with laughter and accuse each other of cheating, and after a while, Oltyx remarks to Djoseras

that the lesson has been far more enjoyable than he had expected.His elder smiles then, but

it’s a fragile smile, like it’s struggling to hold up under a terrible weight. The kynazh says the

lesson hasn’t started yet. As Djoseras gets up and walks over to the sparring soldiers, entirely

drained of mirth, Oltyx realises his mentor has remained far more sober than him.‘Halt,’

commands Djoseras, waving for the legion’s commander to stand aside. The clacking of staves

falls silent in an instant, and they speak again. ‘Form a line, starting here, in descending order

according to the victories you have won this afternoon.’Such is the discipline of the soldiers, not

a word is spoken as they sort themselves into a row. The air feels heavy, suddenly, as if

thunder is coming. Oltyx has the sensation he has been here before: like he knows what is

about to happen, but cannot bring it to mind. If the warriors share his intuition, however, there’s

nothing to betray it. Not a leg trembles, not a face twitches, anywhere down the line.Djoseras

nods at the legion once, measured and solemn. Then, without a further word, he walks down

the line and shoots every second soldier in the head.Oltyx is no stranger to death, because he

is necrontyr. But it is the first time he has seen killing, and he finds himself unable to speak all

the way back to the necropolis. He wants to believe it was the arrogance of the display that’s

now eating at him – that his distaste is down to a matter of crass impropriety on Djoseras’ part.

But he knows this is not true. A kynazh, after all, can do as they please, and big-hearted Unnas

will be more likely to laugh at his elder’s creativity than to rebuke them. Nothing inappropriate

has happened today.The real heart of Oltyx’s quarrel with the lesson is the callous

wastefulness of it. There had been one hundred skilled warriors in the drill-yard, with names

and families and least favourite types of sandstorm. Now there are fifty. He tries hard to be

angry about the numbers, but underneath, there is a different horror – not of the assets that

have been lost, but the people. He is certain this is not how a true necrontyr should think,

however, let alone a dynast-in-waiting, so he keeps his mind as shut as his mouth, in case the

thoughts escape.The dam eventually breaks later that night, once he and Djoseras have

cleansed themselves, and are sitting down in the palace garden for their night meal. To Oltyx’s

relief, it is his elder who banishes the silence.
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FNhp4421, “Absolutely Loved It. Really good Necron story, with interesting characters and

good background lore.It's hard to write Necrons thanks to their almost deus ex machina

abilities, but the author did a good job. Also shows that despite their god-tier abilities, Necrons

can be defeated by lesser (to them) factions. Great to see Necrons being actual characters,

and having reasoning for why the way they are.I hope there is a sequel!”

Howon Lee, “boom boom necrons go boom. oooh space egyptians. like, to the point where this

dude did serious research on actual egyptians and their worldview and just stuck it on some

space mummies”

Tracy, “Good read. An interesting perspective on the life and structure of Necron society with

good character growth and development as well as a gripping story.”

Jay Thompson, “Highly entertaining!. I got this as a read-a-long since i also have the

audiobook and am a Necron fan of WH40K.ALL HAIL THE INFINITE EMPIRE!!!”

Nicole Swarbrick, “good read. good book. I liked the submind idea though they were a little

hard to keep track of at the beginning. It is good to finally give the necrons a little publicity for

once.”

James Parkes, “Fleshed out those without flesh!. I've always had a soft spot for necrons.

Stem's from my love of ancient Egypt combined with my love of Warhammer. This book follows

one very complex exiled necron prince and his struggles with dynastic politics, his own position

in the hierarchy and galaxy and something even a necron fears. It beautifully fleshes out the

characters and opens up a world we knew very little about. Well worth it.”

A. aspinall, “Good book for Necron from fan. I am a Necron fan, but until recently there were

few books with them in it, and none what do ever with them as stars of the story, this book

changes that,”

Joel Cassin, “Interesting tale of the Necron's.. A well paced tale, showing the tragedy of the c-

tans deception.  The decay and fall of noble necron dynasties over time.”
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